Combination-sensitive neurons in the medial geniculate body of the mustached bat: encoding of relative velocity information.
1. Orientation sounds (pulses) emitted by the mustached bat (Pteronotus parnellii) consist of up to four harmonics (H1-4); each harmonic contains a constant frequency (CF) component and a terminal frequency modulated (FM) component, so that there are eight components in total (CF1-4 and FM1-4). By referring the echo from a target to the emitted pulse, the mustached bat derives velocity information from Doppler shift and distance information from echo delay. In this study, the responses of single neurons in the medial geniculate body (MGB) to synthetic biosonar signals were investigated. Stimuli consisted of CF, FM, and CF-FM sounds. Paired CF-FM sounds were used to mimic any two harmonics of pulse-echo pairs. The dorsal and medial divisions of the MGB were found to contain combination-sensitive neurons. These neurons responded poorly to individual sounds regardless of frequency and amplitude and were facilitated by paired sounds presented at particular frequencies, amplitudes and inter-component intervals (simulated echo delay). Combination-sensitive neurons were tuned to the frequencies that characterize particular components of natural biosonar signals and were classified according to the components of pulse-echo pairs that best matched the spectral selectivity of the neuron. Two classes of combination-sensitive neurons were found, CF/CF and FM-FM. This paper focuses on CF/CF combination-sensitive neurons, which extract velocity information from paired CF components, and on CF2 and CF3 neurons, which, although not combination-sensitive, are tuned to the frequencies of the CF2 and CF3 components of biosonar signals. 2. CF2 and CF3 neurons were sharply tuned in frequency. The best frequencies of the most sharply tuned CF2 neurons were all approximately equal to 61.17 kHz (SD = 370 Hz), which closely matches the frequency at which P. parnellii stabilizes the CF2 component of an echo when compensating for Doppler shift. Thus CF2 neurons are specialized for a fine analysis of Doppler-compensated echoes. 3. Tuning curves of CF2 and CF3 neurons remained narrow regardless of stimulus level. When compared at high stimulus levels (30 and 50 dB above minimum threshold), bandwidths of tuning curves of CF2 and CF3 neurons were much smaller than those of peripheral auditory neurons turned to CF2 or CF3 frequencies but were about the same as those of cortical neurons tuned to CF2 or CF3 frequencies. Thus the sharpening of neural tuning curves by the bat's central auditory system occurs within or before the MGB.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)